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DT-CSC mismatch and L1 CSCTF Timing at Point 5 

  L1 Trigger DPG meeting,  23 September 2010 

● DT-CSC mismatch issue 

● CSCTF timing analysis 

● Conclusion and Plans 

By Anna Kropivnitskaya   
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DT clock timing 

Rice group observed that this is not the case for later data (starting beginning of June)  
It is happened when the DT people change their timing.  
Rice first diagnosed  that these are bits stuck in transmission - clearly a hardware issue 

DQM results have been showing evidence of "stuck" bits in DT data, so  
the decision was taken to make a hardware test of data transmission from DT to CSC 

We expect flat distribution in phi 
while we observe structure 

Paul, Laria and Seth 
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- the data-to-clock timing has been found to be invalid for the clocking solution 
   in SP firmware. In particular, the data bits' transitions are happening  
   too close in time to the clock's falling edge. 
 - data interface in SP firmware has been modified to lock the data  
   on the rising edge. Firmware was change at Point5 23 July 2010. 
- this problem were fix but it comes from the DT side when they change  
  their timing in the end of April and didn’t tell us about it. 

DT clock timing 
Alex 



DT  CSC communication in Emulator 

There is still a problem with the track stubs being sent to the CSCTF by the DTTF. 
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Joe 
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Collision Data Selection 
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✓  Results for runs 143961 & 143962 and for 144011 & 144112  
     after Greg’s timing changes at 17.08.2010 (CSC ELOG 439293) 

✓  CMSSW_3_8_1_patch4  
      with official Promt Analysis code: /UserCode/L1TriggerDPG/ 

✓  Minimum bias sample: 
      /castor/cern.ch/cms/store/data/Run2010A/MinimumBias/RAW-RECO/v6/000/ 

✓     GOODCOLL : 
- BPTX Coincidence (0 AND (40 OR 41) AND NOT (36 OR 37 OR 38 OR 39)  
   AND NOT ((42 AND NOT 43) OR (43 AND NOT 42)) 
- Good Vertex (ndf >= 4, |z| <15 cm, |r|<2cm) 

- no scraping beam background rejection requiring >=25% of high purity tracks 

✓ Here Bx plots for CSCTF track not for event  
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L1 CSCTF timing without BPTX analysis 

For coincidence CSCTF tracks only ( runs 143961 & 143962 ): 

Very bed timing -> could be due to BPTX issues  
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Absolute Bx (part of range) and BPTX for events 
1. Absolute Bx has bread distribution while should have shape of delta function  
2. BPTX = -3 <- not defined BPTX, if we have triggered BPTX then it is in [-2,2] 
3. If we select events with BPTX and make correction Bx = Bx + BPTX  
    then we have almost delta function shape -> still not correct! 
4. We have delta Bx function shapes for events with BPTX = 0  

1. 
2. 

3. 4. 

runs 143961 & 143962  

This problem should be understood in future 
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BPTX distribution for runs 144011 & 144112 
It is appeared that BPTX distribution for run 144011 and 144112 has  
spread distribution but corrected absolute value of Bx  
has delta function as expected: 

If we use corrected Bx with BPTX for these runs that we have  
the same timing distribution as for runs 143961 & 143962 with BPTX = 0, 
So we shouldn’t analyze events with BPTX = 0 only in this case 

Bx abs. BPTX 

Bx abs. + BPTX Bx abs. for BPTX = 0 
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 

For coincidence CSCTF tracks only : 

Very good timing for CSC region only with BPTX = 0 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only : 
(small statistics about 15 event per bin) 

Bad timing for CSC-DT tracks only even with BPTX = 0 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 with global muon > 7.5 GeV 
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only : 

Good timing for CSC tracks only with BPTX = 0 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 with global muon > 7.5 GeV 
For coincidence CSCTF tracks only : 
(small statistics about 6-10 event per bin) 

Bad timing for CSC-DT tracks only even with BPTX = 0 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 overlap region 

Bx DT stub 

Bx ME2 stub 

Bx ME1 stub 

Bx stub is presented for Mode = 12 (1-2-DT) and Mode = 14 (2-DT) 
for Bx track = 0 only (see slide 7)   

ME1 stubs sometimes arrived earlier by 1 bx 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 overlap region 

For Bx track delay in 1 Bx are 
 responsible DT stubs only! 

Bx DT stub 

Bx ME2 stub 

Bx ME1 stub 

Bx stub is presented for Mode = 12 (1-2-DT) and Mode = 14 (2-DT) 
for Bx track = 1 only (see slide 7)   

No Bx ME1 stubs -> should be investigated  

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 overlap region 

✓ For Bx track delay in more then 1 Bx are 
   responsible DT and ME stubs 
✓ ME stubs are arrived earlier than DT 
   in average  

Bx DT stub 

Bx ME2 stub 

Bx ME1 stub 

Bx stub is presented for Mode = 12 (1-2-DT) and Mode = 14 (2-DT) 
for Bx track > 1 only (see slide 7)   

Few entries for Bx ME1 stubs 
-> should be investigated  

runs 143961 & 143962  
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After DT stubs delay  tuning 
Run 144011 & 144112 

BXCSC – BXDT stubs study 

Before DT stubs delay tuning: 

20 July 2010 we made DT stubs delay tuning to get DT and CSC at one BX 

Most DT stub come at the same BX as CSC  
but we still have a lot of DT stubs comes by 1 bx earlier then CSC ones 

Should be investigate how to improve it 
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After DT stubs delay  tuning 

DT-CSC timing 

Before DT stubs delay tuning: 

20 July 2010 we made DT stubs delay tuning to get DT and CSC at one BX 

Timing it DT-CSC region become worse after DT stubs delay 
CSC-DT timing could be improved by reducing DT delay at CSCTF by 1 bx 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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Conclusion and Plans 
● BPTX should be understand better 

● Good timing for CSC only region 

● Bad timing for CSC-DT tracks:  
    -> fast solution: could be fixed in CSCTF key by changing DT delya 
    -> in any case DT stubs come to CSCTF in 2 bx -> should be investigate how to fix  

Thanks to Gian Piero, Alex, Greg, Chris, Amanda, Ivan Muand Luigi for help in this work 

To do: 

-  Reduce delay for DT stubs  at Point 5 by 1 bx 

- Look detailed on CSCTF track arrived later (not only overlap region)  
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Back up slides 
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DT-CSC timing 

Carlo Battilana produce this plot: 

- It seems that DT send to CSCTF DT stubs almost at 1 bx  
  while CSCTF get DT stubs at 2 bx 
- Should be look at runs before Alex Madorsky clock changes (July, 22)  
 to understand if this problem presence before or not 
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX and bx = bx - BPTX 

For coincidence CSCTF tracks only : 

Much better with BPTX correction then slide 3  

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 for singles 

For singles CSCTF tracks only : 

Bad timing for all eta  for singles with BPTX = 0 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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L1 CSCTF timing with BPTX = 0 for singles 

For singles CSCTF tracks only : 

Bad timing for eta > 1.2 for singles with BPTX = 0 

runs 143961 & 143962  
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Bx definition for CSCTF track 

- During CSCTF track Bx calculation  
  there is no difference between CSC and DT stubs 

- 2 stubs track:  
     Bx track = the latest arrived stub 

- 3 stubs track:  
     Bx track = the latest arrived stub from 2 first arrived stubs 
     example: 3 stubs have Bx = 1, 2, 3 -> Bx track = 2 
                    3 stubs have Bx = 3, 3, 4 -> Bx track = 3 
                    3 stubs have Bx = 2, 3, 3 -> Bx track = 3  

-  Tbin for stub = for how much Bx we delay stub to create CSCTF track 
    Bx stub = Bx track –Tbin    
    (notice that Tbin includes correction for DT stubs  
     if we have more then 1 DT stub at event,  
     so we don’t need to do extra timing correction for 2nd or more DT)  


